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User Environment Customization

Active Directory

Application Settings Drive Mappings Desktop Icons Printers Application Privileges Shell Folders Etc.

Windows Application Delivery Methods

Terminal ServerVirtual Desktop Traditional DesktopPublished App Blade PCs

Solving Problems Before They Begin

Eliminates the need for installing, managing, and updating print drivers on Servers and

workstations. Requires no configuration and speeds print jobs by compressing print files.

The ultimate printing solution for business environments with support for Windows print

servers and workstations. Also includes triCerat’s flagship solution, ScrewDrivers.

Rapidly deploys thousands of customized desktops from one easy to use console.

Enhances application security by making it impossible for users to launch unauthorized

applications or malicious code on their Windows system.

Provide users with the personalization they need without implementing roaming profiles.

Ensure quick user logon times while retaining user preferences and settings.

Improves server performance by taking control of the way Windows allocates and

manages CPU resources.

Insight into server and workstation performance by providing a range of reports and

monitors on users and their application usage.

About triCerat

Approximately eighty percent of help desk complaints are user profile-related. Since its incep-

tion in 1997, triCerat Inc. has been a pioneer in printing and user management solutions for

Windows system administrators. Thousands of clients worldwide depend on us to deliver the

realistic and useful solutions to transform complex and mundane registry edits and scripting

tasks into a structured and reliable framework. Our alliances with Microsoft, Citrix, and VMware

ensure that our software is currently compatible and will remain so in the future.

Enhancing Enterprise Management of Desktops and Applications

Technology Alliances

I truly appreciate triCerat for what they have done for our Terminal Server environment. We started this project in September 2005

with one server - 6 months later we are at 5 servers and almost 400 users. I can say without hesitation, without Simplify Suite®

the printer problems alone would have buried us. Aside from NO printer issues, (I never thought I would be able say that, as a

Terminal Server Administrator) Simplify Suite® has given us an easy method of deploying our product. I recommend your Suite to

anyone deploying Terminal Services.

Jack Hogue, WinCruise

triCerat products provide solutions,

critical to Windows application delivery

environments

Application Performance For the on-demand

enterprise, application performance problems

impact all users whose sessions are supported

by the server or cluster of servers hosting the

offending application. Under-performing applica-

tions increase hardware and support costs while

decreasing productivity and user satisfaction.

Printing Problems End users cannot access and

print from all desired local or network printers or

cannot use all printer functions. Installing and

managing drivers on servers is time consuming,

failure prone, and contributes to system instability.

Universal print drivers rarely provide the full range

of functionality required for all printers and users.

Application Security Windows’ design allows

users to access most features and functions of

the operating system. The process of manually

shutting down features and functions is time

consuming, complex, and unscalable. Failure to

adequately lockdown Windows gives users an

open door to launching executables such as

unauthorized applications or viruses that can

compromise system integrity.

Profile Problems When managing user profiles,

one should consider the balance between

mandatory controls and user flexibility. When

done incorrectly, profiles can extend logon and

logoff times or prevent logon completely.

Technologies in Simplify Suite®

Download a 30-Day Trial!
Visit tricerat.com for details


